Elmer St. Pierre – OCIP Chief /President  ewstpierre_ocap@hotmail.com
Jim Smith – OCIP Treasurer  jcsmith@kos.net
Sebastian Diebel –OCIP Youth Representative  sebastian_diebel@hotmail.com

Vacant-OCIP Governor Region 1
John MacDonald- OCIP Governor Region 2  jonmac1@shaw.ca
Suzanne Bertrand- OCIP Governor Region3
Vacant- OCIP Governor Region 4
Mona Denomme - OCIP Governor Region 5  monadenomme@hotmail.com
Leslie St. Pierre - OCIP Governor Region 6  merrlles@gmail.com sh
Vacant-OCIP Governor Region 7
John Merrells- OCIP Governor Region 8
Vacant-OCIP Governor Region 9